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TOM KAMINSKY, a traffic reporter for WCBS NEWS Radio 88, spends most afternoons 
perched in a helicopter looking for the unusual.  What caught his eye one day as he gazed 
through his plastic bubble 1,500 feet above street level was a patch of green.   

“It was a roof garden on one of the buildings in midtown, and it was really beautiful.” Mr. 
Kaminshki said.  “That’s when I realized that there are many of these little gardens on roofs 
all over New York.  Little patches of green sitting high in the sky.”  

The little patches of lush green gardens perched on the roofs and terraces of New York 
City buildings number in the hundreds and probably thousands, making for a particularly 
intriguing sight from the air.  Many are private gardens, put there by renters or apartment 
owners with access to terraces or patios.  Others are communal gardens installed as an 
amenity for residents.   

They are installed at highly varying costs, but what the larger roof garden seem to have in 
common, according to real estate specialists, is that planning, money and perseverance are 
required to build them successfully. 

“Roof gardens can be wonderful or they can be a nightmare,” said Ronni Lynn Arougheti, 
president of Heron Ltd., a Manhattan property management company.  “It all depends on 
whether they’re properly designed, properly installed, and properly maintained.”

Ilyse Fink, a spokeswoman for the Department of Buildings, said that she was unable 
to estimate the number of roof gardens in New York City.  Many have undoubtedly been 
installed illegally without permit, Ms. Fink said, and those that do have permits have a general 
alternation permit, a type that does not necessarily include roof gardens.  

“From a safety perspective they should be getting permits,” she said. 
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Most of the larger roof gardens are in co-ops and condominiums, because rental owners 
usually have little incentive to spend the money to build them, and managing them effectively 
may be a larger problem than they care to undertake, building managers say. 

For the co-op or condominium boards that try to develop a garden, the initial problem is often 
to get residents to support the project and the expenses it generates.  But then other hurdles 
are likely as well – logistical, legal, social, structure and horticultural.

Once a roof garden is finished and operating successfully, however, the benefits seem to 
go beyond the enjoyment of buds, blooms and blossoms.  Roof gardens are selling points 
in older buildings that lack the health clubs, gyms and swimming pools found in newer 
buildings.

“One of the reasons we put in our roof garden was to stay competitive with all the new 
building,” said Sanford Greenberg, a Manhattan Lawyer and vice president of the  co-op at 
155 East 76th Street, which was adorned with a 1,700-square-foot garden over the last few 
months.

“All the new buildings that are going up are stressing amenities,” Mr. Greenberg said. “And 
since we were about to embark on a new roof-replacement program, putting in a roof garden 
would certainly be a way of increasing the value of all the shareholders’ apartments.”

James J. Blum, the structural engineer who was hired by the board, said that it is usually 
when a building starts to consider a new roof installation that the subject of a roof garden 
comes up. Older buildings with wooden-roof support beams may require the installation of 
additional supports to increase the roof’s carrying capacity, he said, and this is more easily 
accomplished with in conjunction with a roof-replacement.

In fact, Mr Blum said, whenever any of his clients buildings are replacing their roof and are 
contemplating a roof garden – even at some uncertain point in the future – his advice is that it 
is generally worth the additional investment to install the new roof in such a way to maximize 
the roof’s ability to support a garden.

“It actually makes a very small difference in the cost of roof-replacement project to plan for a 
garden,” Mr Blum said. “But it can mean an enormous savings when it comes time to install 
the garden.”

The board members at 155 East 76th Street, known as Queen Anne, wanted to install a 
pergola – a structure designed to provide shade for the residents. By knowing about the plan 
before the roof was to be replaced,  Mr Blum said, he was able to ensure that supports for 
the pergola were installed as an intergral part of the roof. That avoided the additional expense 
of cutting holes in the new roof surface and minimized the possibility that retrofitted supports 
might cause a leak.

In addition , he said, those small “informal” gardens that residents start on some roofs 
frequently evolve from little green patches to big green problems for building management.

“Some of these roof gardens have had plants growing on them for as long as 20 or 30 years,” 
he said. “Once you have all that equipment and dirt and all those plants and trees in place, it 
becomes an enormous expense to haul it off and go back and do it right.”
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As a result, Mr Vitelli said, anyone contemplating a private garden – as well as well-
intentioned residents determined to spruce up the roof – should first consult the building’s 
engineer, to determine whether a garden is feasible and insure that if it is, it is installed 
properly and with necessary permits.

“Some co-op boards don’t allow any plantings at all,” Mr. Vitelli said. “And if we had it our 
way, that would be standard practise.”

Even in buildings with sturdy roofs, strict rules and happy shareholders, a roof garden would 
be of little use without plants.

“A roof garden can cost anywhere from $5,000 to well over $100,000, depending on what 
you want it to look like,” said Philip Roche, a landscape designer with Plant Specialists, the 
Long Island City company that designed and installed the Queen Anne’s roof garden. The 
cost for an average sized roof garden is about $50,000 for buildings that something between 
unadorned decking and horticultural extravagance.

The most significant factors in designing a roof garden are the amount of money and space 
available and the amount of weight the roof can support. “Years ago there really wasn’t 
much control over roof gardens,” Mr Roche said. “But now buildings have to be strict about 
conforming to city codes.”

There are requirements relating to entry and egress, he said. As a result, gardens must be 
designed not to interfere with required exit doors. Height requirements for parapet walls must 
be followed if people will be using the roof for recreational purposes, he said, even if such 
recreation consists solely of sunbathing or meditating on the beauty of the skyline. Designs 
are adjusted to comply with codes, and the plans are presented to the building’s engineer for 
suggestions or modifications.

And that, he said, offers another example of the utility of planning a roof garden long before 
the first potted plant takes root.

“We were working with the engineer at the Queen Anne even before they started working on 
the roof,” Mr. Roche said, explaining that such early involvement made it possible to instruct 
the roofing contractor to modify the substructure of the roof during reconstruction so that it 
could accommodate a garden.

Once that was done, Mr Roche said, the company was able to exercise broad latitude in 
deciding what kind of plants and planters to use and how densely they could be installed.

“Everything that goes on a roof today is usually removable,’ Mr Roche said.

A fundamental rule of roof-garden design is that the soil the plants are put in should never 
come in contact with the roof surface itself.

Instead, modern roof-garden design employs industrial strength yet lightweight planters on 
terra-cotta tiles that are themselves elevated above the roof surface.

In the Queen Anne, after the new roof was installed, Plant Specialists laid down concrete 
paving tiles in the area that was to be used for the garden. The tiles were set on a plastic 
pedestal system that elevates them a few inches above the roof surface and provides a 
concealed space through which irrigation pipes and wiring for lighting can be run. Once the 
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tiles were down, Plant Specialists brought in the planters.

“We use a lot of fiberglass, a lot of wood, a bit of clay and rarely we’ll use stone,” Mr 
Roche said, adding that the planters themselves are constructed off site at the company’s 
headquarters. In most cases, he said, roof garden planters are designed to spread the 
planter’s weight over the greatest possible area while keeping the planter body slightly 
elevated above the surface. Allplanters have drainage material and filter cloths at the bottom 
to insure that any water that seeps out is free of soil or other solid material, he said.

Mr Roche said that the planters are usually transported to the roof empty and then filled with 
soil and plants. In the Queen Anne, however, the tree-filled planters were hoisted up the side 
of the building.

“in this case the co-op board wanted the garden to be a park like place that required as little 
maintenance as possible,” Mr Roche said, so 14 trees were installed with ivy growing in the 
soil around the trees. Most of the planters, he said were constructed of cedar with benches 
attached. All, he said, have automatic watering systems and lighting fed from piping and 
electrical wiring run up through the pavers and into the bottom of the planters.

The garden was finished with a wisteria-covered pergola, some teak steamer chairs and other 
chairs and tables. Total cost : $80,000.

And why would a board spend so much on 14 trees, some ivy and a few deck chairs? “It 
gives life in the city another dimension,” Mr Roche said. “It keeps you sane.”


